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Abstract

Twins with and without SLI provide a unique opportunity to investigate differences in
language abilities independently of environmental differences, and this is particularly valu-
able for investigating differences in the language abilities of bilingual children. In this twin
case study, linguistic and pragmatic differences between one typically developing (TDB) and
one specifically language impaired (LIB) English-Polish bilingual twin are analysed. Both
children were assessed in both their languages between the ages of 4;8 and 7;7 years, us-
ing tests of receptive and expressive vocabulary (EVT-2, BPVS-3, ZNO, OTS-R), sentence
(SASIT and Polish adaptation) and nonword repetition tasks (NWR), receptive grammar
(TROG-2), Theory of Mind Tests (TRM) and narrative measurements (MAIN), together
with an assessment of nonverbal ability (Raven’s).
It becomes apparent from both children’s test performance that their dominant language
shifted from Polish to English when they entered school, but this change was more promi-
nent in the language impaired child. This finding highlights the importance of not only
testing bilingual children in both their languages but also at various points in time as their
performance might change from one language to the other.

Measures of accuracy in standardised tests show discrepancies between the two subjects,
but additional qualitative analyses of the twins’ performance seem to be important to fur-
ther differentiate between the TD and the LI child. These analyses revealed important
differences in error patterns, especially on lexical measures and sentence repetition tasks. In
lexical tests, when TDB did not know words, he gave more non-responses or used circumlo-
cution, while LIB used more code-switches in monolingual settings and often only provided
the initial sound of a target item. In sentence repetition tasks many of TDB’s sentences
were grammatically correct, despite not being exact replicas of the target sentence. LIB, on
the other hand, produced grammatically incorrect or incomplete utterances and regularly
merely repeated sentence-final words.

Moreover, the twins’ performance differed in regard to morphosyntactic knowledge, gram-
maticality, length and complexity of narratives and metalinguistic awareness. Notably, they
also differed in strategic competence. More precisely, TDB’s communicative strategies were
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more listener-focused and thus essentially more successful than LIB’s, who used more code-
switching in monolingual settings and tended to misconstrue his own knowledge for shared
information when using circumlocution. In line with this difference, Theory of Mind tests re-
vealed that TDB had a more advanced understanding of others’ knowledge. Their divergent
approach to communicative strategies and thus social communication accord with recent
findings in the field of SLI (e.g.: Adams et al. 2012, Chiat & Roy 2013), which increasingly
emphasise problems with this aspect of communication among children with language im-
pairment.

This case study of bilingual SLI hence suggests that distinct error patterns, which become
apparent in detailed qualitative analyses of performance on standardised measures, as well
as divergent communication strategies, may help to accurately distinguish between typically
developing bilingualism and bilingual SLI.
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